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Abstract—Cloud computing infrastructure is increasingly used for distributed applications. Mobile learning applications deployed in the cloud are a new research direction. The applications require specific development approaches for effective and reliable communication. This paper proposes an interdisciplinary approach for design and development of mobile applications in the cloud. The approach includes front service toolkit and backend service toolkit. The front service toolkit packages data and sends it to a backend deployed in a cloud computing platform. The backend service toolkit manages rules and workflow, and then transmits required results to the front service toolkit. To further show feasibility of the approach, the paper introduces a case study and shows its performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demands for efficient resources utilisation result in the use of cloud computing. M. Armbrust et al have proposed that the adoption of virtualised resources brings high scalability and availability to applications deployed in clouds [1]. Cloud computing can offer scalable storage and resources expansibility [2, 3].

A great number of relative mobile application techniques integrated in clouds have been proposed by [4, 5, 6, 7, 16]. D. Minifie and Y. Coady have proposed that mobile devices can access cloud computing platforms using the Web to improve transit accessibility [4]. W. Rochadel et al have described education applications of remote experimentation for mobile devices [5]. P. Pocatilu et al have depicted communication between mobile applications and cloud storage services [6]. D. Popa et al have proposed mobile cloud applications and traceability [7]. A. Butoi et al have described cloud-based mobile learning applications [16]. However, they only focus on certain aspects of design and implementation of mobile applications in cloud computing platforms. Currently, few publications have taken cloud-based system-level framework and generic service framework into consideration. Therefore, this paper proposes a cloud-based system-level framework including generic front service and backend service frameworks.

In this paper, a new approach for mobile devices deployed in the cloud is advocated, which consists of two ends. 1) One is the front service toolkit, used mainly for receiving messages from end users and sending processing messages to the backend service toolkit. If the backend service toolkit returns the proposed results according to the business mode, it will show corresponding information on the user interface. 2) The other one is the backend service toolkit, which is responsible for executing business data flow and rules; and it is also to store the necessary information into databases.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes related researches. Section 3 proposes frameworks of the front and backend service toolkits. Section 4 outlines a case study implementing the above frameworks. Section 5 presents experiments of the case in Section 4 and discusses the results. Section 6 sketches the conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND

Mobile application techniques in the cloud are proposed by [4, 5, 6, 7]. Designing and development of cloud based M-Learning tools are introduced by [16]. P. Pocatilu proposes a framework for syncing mobile applications with cloud storage services [6]. However, this has not considered security between mobile devices and the cloud computing platform. D. Popa et al have proposed how data security, data privacy and trust are described [7]. Y. Gu et al have designed services and components for transmitting files from mobile devices to the cloud to trade-off between performance and battery life [10]. J. Dong Lee and J. Park have introduced system layer, application layer and user layer for a mobile cloud learning system [11]. A rendering adaptation technique is proposed to enable multimedia applications on rich mobile devices [12]. The utilisation of a component-based approach for the framework results in shading the implementation details of sophisticated functionalities when it is running [13, 14, 15]. Z. Meng and J. Lu have proposed the implementation of the emerging mobile technologies in facilitating a mobile exam system [17]. They have proposed opportunities for interactive learning systems with evolutions in mobile devices [18]. Integration of smartphone’s intelligent techniques for authentication in a mobile exam login process is introduced [19]. A. Butoi et al have introduced cloud-based mobile learning applications including software design and quality metrics [16].

The relative researches mainly focus on usage of computing and storage ability of cloud or mobile communication. In this paper, architecture of front and backend toolkits are system-level perspective and built based modules, such that availability and extension can be improved.

Reasons for design:

• A system-level framework is proposed for mobile applications with the cloud so as to improve software availability and expansibility.

• Generic front service and backend service frameworks are to reduce application development costs.

• The generic front and backend service framework make applications in cloud easy to maintain.
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III. ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK

In this section, the frameworks of the front service toolkit and backend service toolkit are proposed. The front service toolkit and backend service toolkit can work individually and only performs the cooperation with each other when the user requires.

A. The Framework of Backend Service Toolkit

In this section, architecture of the front service toolkit is proposed. The architecture consists of variable packager, array packager, XML packager, variable analyser, array analyser and XML analyser as demonstrated in Figure 1, which will be discussed in this section.

B. The Framework of Backend Service Toolkit

In this section, architecture of the backend service toolkit is proposed. The architecture is mainly composed of analyser and packager, business services pool, and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) as demonstrated in Figure 2, which will be discussed in this section.
services and defines main work flow and message flow. And hence, the rule engine can deal with decisions of work flow in terms of application requirements. In particular, when there is more than one work flow in applications, the rule engine is considered to handle the flow of information and messages.

**Database management services pool:** This applies mapping techniques to map objects from the above layers into records in database. Here, two categories, namely, relationship database and XML database, are utilised. The backend program makes use of database management service sets to store data into tables and to retrieve record from tables. The backend service toolkit employs multiply databases to store data so as to restore storage if the main database crashes.

**Fault detection services:** This has the responsibility for detection and fault tolerance of faults of the front and backend service toolkits. The backend service toolkit includes service backup functions, which can back up central services and failure-prone services.

**Generic service set:** Common and generic services are abstracted and placed in this layer. This layer provides services to developers and other service sets. Developers can exploit libraries of services in this set to develop other applications.

**Security services and QoS optimisation services:** Developers and end users can define and put their security services into this module. The security module and QoS optimisation module work together to confirm that applications run and meet user requirements.

C. Fault Tolerance for Backend Service Toolkit

In this section, a fault tolerance scheme for backend service toolkit is proposed. The fault tolerance level of services of backend toolkit is defined and specified by developers to perform the fault-tolerant execution.

1) Fault Tolerance Parameters Packaging

The front service toolkit is not only responsible for packaging data from users and sending the message to backend service toolkit, but adds a fault-tolerant identifier into the metadata of request messages.

**Fault tolerance parameters definition:** The front service sends the request sequence, Request = \(<\text{service}_id, R, P>\), to the backend service toolkit. Here, \(R = \{c, n, s, l\}\) is a fault-tolerant parameters set, where \(c, n, s\) and \(l\) denote computing, network, storage resources and fault tolerance level respectively. For example, Request = \(<\text{service}_i, \{c_i, n_i, s_i, l_i\}>\) represents front service service\(_i\) which needs computing \(c_i\), network \(n_i\), and storage \(s_i\) resources respectively. \(P\) is a request parameters set, which is a business request from specified functions.

For a mobile application, whose backend is based on cloud platform, the whole created fault tolerance metadata is Request = \(\{\sum c_i, \sum n_i, \sum s_i, l_i\}\). To save resources and transmission cost, the fault tolerance parameters list is sent when the front service toolkit finds change of parameters of services.

2) Replica Virtual Machine Selection

The fault detection service of the backend service toolkit has responsibility for selecting a replica virtual machine according to the received fault tolerance parameters from the front service toolkit. At first, the fault tolerant service needs to collect the domain knowledge of cloud infrastructure and to generate its network topology. Then, the fault detection service selects the replica placement nodes to back up the original services. In case, failures of services occur, the fault selection redirects requests from users to replicas of services.

a) Cloud Network Topology Construction

Figure 3 lists cloud fault tolerance components, which can collect computing, network and storage resources information from virtual machines.
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**Domain agent:** The domain agent aims to execute as a domain knowledge collection management. Resources information collection management may handle constraints on selecting duplication placement nodes to create network topology.

**Monitor agent:** The monitor agent is responsible for monitoring all its own agents in the cloud computing infrastructure (e.g., domain agent, replication agent and recovery agent) by means of a time-out mechanism. The responsibility of the main monitor agent is divided into three categories: the status validation of other agents in the identical component; coordination with other monitor agents; replication and recovery invocation for replicating and recovering agents and components.

**Recovery agent:** The recovery agent completes the goal of recovering the last checkpoint state from failures. When failures are detected, the monitor agent collects the abnormal failure node information from stable network storage and triggers the recovery mechanism.

**Replication agent:** The replication agent fulfills the target of replicating applications and files in virtual machines to the available calculated node with fault tolerance degree, in the presence of the client’s requirements.

b) Matching Operation with the Requirements from Front Services

As mentioned earlier, the fault-tolerant and recovery component can receive the requirements from front services through the analyser and packager. Hence, the component allows front services to specify fault tolerance
properties. For the fault tolerance level, it is based on the virtual machine level in this paper. It mainly depends on the computing, network and storage resources. Here the virtual machine with high computing, network and storage resources is considered as a node having higher fault-tolerant capabilities.

IV. A CASE STUDY

The section shows an application, called iPlayCode, which is deployed in a cloud computing platform. iPlayCode is a mobile-based application and its backend applies web service techniques. Its game rules and workflow are stored in the backend in the cloud. All the operations of iPlayCode to database are packaged as web services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Service Name</th>
<th>Function Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GameShuffleService</td>
<td>The web service is to disrupt the order of the question list. In this case students cannot remember answers to questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GameMarkService</td>
<td>The service is used to mark students’ responses and store it into the database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GetQuestionsService</td>
<td>The service gets question contents and sends them to mobile devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>GameCounterService</td>
<td>The service is to record information from user accessing mobile applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GameMathService</td>
<td>The service is generic to make developers invoke many times only if they use the backend service toolkit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SetAnswersService</td>
<td>The service stores users’ answers into database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SetCommentsService</td>
<td>Users can submit comments on iPlayCode to help improve it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 lists the central services of the backend service toolkit of iPlayCode and their function descriptions. In particular, the service, GameShuffleService, is used to disrupt the order of questions. The reason for its usage is that the order of questions in database is fixed. To make students unable to remembering answers, iPlayCode needs to change the sequences of retrieved questions. All the operations of changing order of questions run on the backed, which can hide detailed performance to avoid students’ deducing the details. In addition, the service, GameMathService, is a generic maths package. Note that, although user interfaces and functionalities of applications differ, their basic functionalities are identical. The generic service set of the backend service toolkit includes a basic development service pool. These services are packaged to offer the standard interfaces to developers.
V. Experiment

The section shows actual deployment experiment of iPlayCode. First, conditions and system setup are proposed to describe the basic cloud infrastructure. Second, applications are introduced that are used in the experiment. Finally, data analysis is demonstrated.

A. Conditions and System Setup

Citrix XenServer 6.0.2 is employed as the cloud infrastructure. The virtual machines are listed in Table 2. To deploy services of iPlayCode, hybrid operation systems and physical hosts are employed. All the implementation of iPlayCode is based on modular and component approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II PARAMETERS OF CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Testing of the System

1) Testing Strategy

The following list describes test mobile equipment, test cloud environment and test items. Experiment includes two parts. One is the mobile application. Here iPhone, iPad and Android phones are used to test. The other one is the cloud environment test. Citrix XenServer 6.02 as the cloud infrastructure is utilised to offer virtual computing, network and storage resources to backend services.

- Test mobile equipment: Apple iPhone, iPad and Android phones.
- Test cloud environment: Wi-Fi and Citrix XenServer 6.0.2.
- Test items: interface, functionality and communication time.

2) Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III TEST RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: ‘√’ denotes correct or acceptable)

C. Data of Experiment

Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate execution time of services of iPlaycode deployed on the web server and in the cloud separately. As shown from these figures, services, GameMarkService, GetQuestionsService and SetAsnwersService occupy the maximum running time. Execution time of services in the cloud is longer than on the web server. Although services need more time to respond to mobile devices, they can offer application availability, reliability and expansibility.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusion

This paper proposes design and development of mobile applications in the cloud. It includes front service toolkit and backend service toolkit. At the end of the paper, a case study, iPlayCode is proposed, which is deployed on Citrix XenServer 6.0.2. Execution time of services in the cloud is compared with that on a traditional web server. This investigation contributes to the following points:

- The system-level framework can improve availability and expansibility of mobile learning applications.
- The framework makes software easy to maintain.
- The toolkits reduce application development costs at the expense of some communication time.

B. Future Work

The future studies will include issues listed as follows:

- Enhance the functionality of the system according to user preference.
- Enhance analysis of the responses from students for learning performance evaluations.
- Shorten the response time between the front and the backend service toolkit.
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